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Kenting Long Beach Hotel or YOHO Beach Resort or similar class x1 Night
Taitung Formosan Naruwan Garden Hotel or Hotel Cham Cham

    or similar class       x2 Nights
Kaohsiung Hotel Yoshi or FX Inn Hotel or similar class  x2 Nights

5 Breakfast / 3 Lunch / 2 Dinner

 Taitung Local Cuisine- Mitaimu 
 Chishang Lunch Box
 Seafood Cuisine
 Takao 1972 Hot Pot 

SCHEDULE

Paradise of deer (Deer feeding experience) - The deer like to interact 
with tourists. Tourists can have close contact with or feed the deer. It is like a 
little Nara in Kenting, and the cute little deer are really adorable.

Kenting Night Market - Kenting Street which is usually quiet, transforms 
every night, crowded with all kinds of vendors and tourists, like a city that never 
sleeps. When you come here,  can enjoy a variety of delicious snacks, or buy 
some Kenting snacks or souvenirs or choose  bar you like, enjoy your drink and 
feel the enthusiasm and vitality of this place.

Shuangliu National Forest Recreation Area - Admire a forest of white 
banyan trees, wander in the beautiful artificial forest, climb Mao Mao Mountain 
for a distant view, or go up the Fenggang River to reach the Shuangliu Waterfall, 
which was once voted the second most beautiful waterfall in Taiwan. The 
negative ions and fresh air allow visitors to experience the different style of 
Hengchun Peninsula.

Pier 2 Art Centre - Pier 2 Art Zone has become a popular tourist attraction 
for locals and foreign tourists. The zone includes three warehouse groups: 
Dayong Warehouse, Penglai Warehouse and Dayi Warehouse. Surrounding 
attractions such as Great Habour Bridge and KW2 are good places to enjoy the 
port scenery, major warehouse groups and their surrounding attractions will 
also hold exhibitions from time to time, becoming tourist attractions suitable for 
all ages.

Liuhe Night Market - Is a tourist night market in Xinxing District, Kaohsiung, 
Taiwan. It is one of the most popular night markets in Taiwan where seafood, 
handicrafts, clothing, cameras are sold.

Duoliang Station - Is a station on the Taiwan Railway's South Circuit. You 
can see the coastline of the Pacific Ocean when you stand on the platform. It is 
known as the most beautiful station in Taiwan.

XiaoYeLiu - It is the southernmost scenic spot on the east coast. Because the 
terrain and rock types are similar in appearance to the wild willows on the north 
coast, it is called "XiaoYeLiu".

Brown Boulevard -  Field road, popular for shooting advertisements for 
Brown coffee, known as "Brown Avenue". There is a winding path in the middle, 
where Takeshi Kaneshiro came to shoot advertisements on his bicycle, and the 
endless green rice fields on both sides swayed in the wind, which is known as a 
"verdant paradise road".

Aboriginal Local Products Souvenir Shop
Pearl Exhibition Centre
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